WELCOME TO THE TOFS FACEBOOK GROUP
Hello, and welcome to TOFS Facebook Group,
You have now been signed in to the TOFs Facebook group, the only group sponsored by TOFS, which is a
registered UK based charity (no. 327735), dedicated to providing emotional support to adults and
families of children born 'unable to swallow' with Tracheo-Oesophageal Fistula, Oesophageal Atresia
and associated conditions.
The group provides a platform for all affected by the TOF condition but please remember that
information or advice posted on this site, should never be taken as a substitute for a proper assessment
by a qualified medical professional.
If you want to find out more about the TOF condition we would recommend our book “The TOF Book”
which is available from Amazon BUY THE TOF BOOK
Before posting on the group page please READ OUR POSTING RULES
and enjoy the support from this site. Admins will delete posts and/or members where content is
inappropriate or contentious. (Facebook is subject to the laws of libel.)
TOFS has been in existence for thirty-five years, run by TOFS Trustees who are all TOF parents, TOF
grandparents or Adult TOFS giving their time and skills voluntarily.
TOFS:
Provides support through TOFs Facebook Group and the TOFS website
Provides information through leaflets and ‘THE TOF BOOK’ (in depth information written by medics on
the TOF/VACTERL condition. Available from Amazon.)
Publishes a regular newsletter called 'Chew' (free to all members of TOFS)
Organises National Conferences in the UK
Liaises with the medical profession worldwide
Sponsors medical and genetic research into the TOF condition
Interacts with other TOF support groups in other countries.
Organises parties for TOF children and their siblings to give parents the opportunity to meet and share
their experiences.
Has one small office in Nottingham, where we employ three part-time members of staff.
TOFS is funded entirely by our members' donations and fundraising.
If you are not already a member of the TOFS charity and would to be part of the TOFS you can JOIN ON
LINE HERE, wherever you are in the world. There is no charge for membership although we welcome
annual or monthly donations if you are able to help us. To find out more VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Should you receive a direct invitation to join any other TOF related Facebook Group please be aware
that it is not in any way associated with the TOFS registered charity. If you have any questions or
concerns, please email us: info@tofs.org.uk
Dennis W. Harvey

